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In-Laws and Outlaws: Matrimony and Mayhem 2

A/N: Yes, as many of you have intimated, this chapter will contain an exploration of Yuwen Yue's daddy (and mummy) issues but hopefully there will be enough XingYue to
satisfy even the most voracious appetites.

"Using order to deal with the disorderly, using calm to deal with the clamorous, is mastering the heart" - Sun Zi, "Armed Struggle" in The Art of War (Trans: Thomas Cleary)

The bride stuck her veiled head out from the sedan chair conscious of all eyes on her. In the background, firecrackers were let off to mark the occasion. Disembarking with
practiced dignity, she put one foot on the red carpet laid to usher her into the groom's household and then she placed the other foot carefully next to it. It was a long way from
when she first entered the manor as a slave desperately trying to keep her head above the water… trying to find a way to protect her frightened siblings. It felt like eons ago
when her self-righteous, defiant self wanted to lash out at the world, change it and cleanse it. Instead the world at large had changed her and reshaped her thinking, although
the flame that burnt brightly for freedom would never be snuffed out. No longer a slave, she was now someone's bride… soon to be someone's wife beginning the journey of
forging a family of her own. Each small stride she took towards the family altar reminded her of all the choices she'd made leading her to that moment. Images of men, women
and children flashed across her mind. People, places and names. Memories of her mother flooded her mind leading her to wonder if the legendary wielder of Feng Yun Ling was
watching from the afterlife with disapproval on seeing her only daughter joining hands with the successor of their greatest adversary. Life was full of ironies and to end up at Qing
Shan Yuan as its future mistress would be the biggest one of them all. A fact that was brought into sharp relief by the presence of the groom's household, dressed to the nines,
waiting to receive her.

Concerned that the red flowing robe would catch fire, she gingerly stepped over the lit stove and crossed over the threshold into the great hall. The ritual was a long-held
tradition to ward away evil. Its effectiveness in this context would only be proven with the passage of time. For her it signalled a new start to a new life. She was no stranger to
the centre of the manor after all. The celebratory trappings all around her signalled her re-entry into Qing Shan Yuan now no longer tethered to the baggage of the past. The
slave who became a spy who became a rebel who became a general was reinventing herself yet again.

As the groom watched the bride cross the threshold, a wide smile replaced the normally grave expression that was his trademark. For him, the occasion was a long time in
coming. His patience had been rewarded and it felt right that he should savour every single moment. Every step she took, every little of gesture she made while cloaked in
triumphant red would be carved deeply into his mind for posterity. The happiness that he felt coursed through every fibre, every vein in his body. Once or twice his feelings
threatened to bubble over but ever the master of himself, the smile he showed the world would be the only clue the groom would offer as evidence of his true feelings.

The wedding ceremony was simple in spite of the elaborate preparations that went into everything else. The bride and the bridegroom were a united front at the family altar
paying tribute to Heaven and ancestors with solemn oaths and respectful bows. They then approached their elders kowtowing respectfully and serving lotus seed tea to each in
attendance. Afterwards the newly acknowledged couple faced each other and bowed. Even through the veil the bride could see the obvious smile on the groom's face for the first
time on that day and it hit home what all of this meant to him.

A month earlier…

It was a moment gradually reaching boiling point. On the surface, father and son were sitting in the great hall sipping tea with the greatest civility but tensions were threatening
to boil over as the silence in the room became more pronounced. Even the normally brave Miss Chu who had prepared the tea and served it knew that it was safer to stay out of
the emotionally charged atmosphere when she saw the obvious hardening in the son's demeanour and heard the iciness slipping into his speech during the initial introductions.
She came rapidly to the conclusion that this was no joyous reunion. Tensions were so thick that one could slice and dice the atmosphere with a sword. Father and son were
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proverbially circling each other, warily eyeballing each other as they peered surreptitiously above the teacup. A hundred thoughts and questions passed through Yuwen Yue's
agile mind about the sudden appearance of the man he had not seen in over a decade. The bitterness raked up by past reminisces added to his recalcitrance. There was no way
he was keeping up appearances for its own sake. As his reluctance to speak became more evident, it was left to his father to break the ice.

"Yue'er, aren't you going to say what's on your mind?

"Why are you here?" The son demanded pouncing immediately on the 500 pound buffalo in the room.

"My son sends me a polite but cold letter to say that he's getting married. He doesn't request my presence. My curiosity is aroused."

"Why didn't you inform us that you were coming?"

"This is why I didn't. Can you blame me? I anticipated the hostile reception."

"Well, you haven't made things better by appearing out of the nowhere without any warning."

"I concede that it was perhaps somewhat impulsive of me. But a father wanting to see his son… is that so terrible?"

"I'm surprised you remember that you have a son." The young master blurted with a vindictive streak not often on display.

Yuwen Xuan put his teacup down and sighed. "Must we do this, Yue'er?"

"Do what?"

The father stroked his beard thoughtfully. "Play this game of hide and seek. You're a grown man. There's no need for this petulance and sniping. I am here to see you and meet
your future bride."

This plea for civility went unheeded. Sitting in the same room with his father brought to the surface all kinds unresolved resentments, Young Master Yue was on the offensive and
he wasn't backing down any time soon.

"You've met her, under false pretences I might add, and you've seen me. We are well. We've had tea. You are not obliged to remain and I have no expectations of you."

"Let's talk as one adult man to another. Let's forget for one moment that I'm your father since that seems to be a sticking point. I know you don't care much for traditions or
about what I think regarding marriage but I am still an elder of this family…"

"Who has kept his distance all these years… who cares more about his profession than his family. Why bother bringing up talk about the impending nuptials?"

"Then why did you even bother with sending me a letter?"

"Because grandfather said I should… because I don't want anyone to think I'm ashamed of Xing'er because I'm not. But I didn't think you'd actually care enough to make an
appearance."

"I can see that she means the world to you." The father nodded, ignoring the obvious jibe. "So much so that you would set aside family obligations, sacrifice everything to protect
her at whatever the cost to yourself and to this family."

"If you think that you can come here and forbid this marriage, think again."

The father continued with his train of thought as if he hadn't heard his son's accusation. "A man's occupation is his life. He is nothing without his achievements."

Yuwen Xuan said this as if he was stating a fact, neither angrily nor haughtily.

His son threw back a retort. "His achievements and accolades are worthless if there's no one to share it with. If he returns from battling the world outside to an empty mansion,
what use is it?"

The father stayed the course and was steadfast in his defence of his position. "Isn't protecting one's country a great virtue? Protecting the commoners? The sage Meng Zi extolled
the importance of the common people, for those in authority to direct their resources into serving the people, to take responsibility for their welfare. Jia Lin in his commentary to
Master Sun's Art of War said… 'The strength or weakness of a country depends on its generals. If the generals help the leadership and are thoroughly capable, then the country
will be strong'."

The son took up the gauntlet."Didn't Kong Zi and Meng Zi promote the idea of the state modeled after the family unit? Doesn't that assume that the family is of vital importance
to the stability of a society? If a man can't look after his own family, how can he model the ideal to anyone else? This is what's wrong with this country. The people in it have no
real leadership because the ruler does not reflect benevolent paternalism. The microcosm has no model and the macrocosm doesn't lead virtuously."



"And you believe this woman, Chu Qiao, is the right person to help you build this ideal family that you speak of?"

This question struck a chord with the young master, temporarily diffusing his combative defensiveness. He thought a moment before simply saying, "Yes, I do."

"Despite her past, her background and your status… you think that is possible?"

"Yes."

"Why is that?"

"Because we have shared purpose… because I… need her."

"So you approach this relationship from the starting point of dependence and vulnerability?"

"What is wrong with that? We are no longer at war with each other. We have shared life and death together. We have been tested in our vulnerable moments. We love each
other."

With unfaltering equanimity the father continued his line of questioning, "What is love? What makes it so special that a man should set aside hundreds of years of tradition to
become a mode of operation?"

There was a pause before the young master continued. "Zhang Yu, in his commentary to Art of War says that adaptation means not clinging to fixed methods, but changing
appropriately according to events, acting as is suitable."

"Are you saying that you're adapting?"

"I am."

"What are you adapting to?"

"These are dangerous times. We're in a constant state of uncertainty with our neighbouring states. It remains to be seen if Liang can be trusted to act in mutual interest to keep
the peace. Who knows when we might go to war next? I need a woman who can keep up with me… someone who can manoeuvre through these uncertain times and protect our
family."

"And where does love feature in this overall scheme?"

"It reminds me of my priorities and it moves me to act."

"'Master Sun said that 'those who love people can be troubled.'"

"He also said: 'The rule of military operations is not to count on opponents not coming, but to rely on having ways of dealing with them; not to count on opponents not attacking,
but to rely on having what cannot be attacked.'"

"You seem adamant on this course of action."

"Of course."

"Is there nothing I can say to you to make you change your mind?"

"Nothing whatsoever." The young master said firmly.

"Fine. I will now retire to my room until the evening meal. Be sure that Miss Chu Qiao dines with us. I don't imagine we'll have too many opportunities to have meals together in
future."

The young master who was seldom taken by surprise was noticeably puzzled by how the discourse ended. "Is that it? Is that all you're going to say? Aren't you going to stop this
wedding?"

"Should I? Do you want me to?"

"No… of course not."

For the first time in the entire exchange, Young Master Yue was at a loss for words. Was this some kind of trick? Was Father trying to lure him into a false sense of security and
then trap him into saying something that would reveal some weakness? He felt like a schoolboy all over again reciting his lessons. It was as if he had undergone some kind of
test… But what was it?



He recovered soon enough to phrase the question differently. "So you're not going to prevent marriage from going ahead?"

"I don't feel the need to."

"You… don't… feel… the need…?" The young master echoed a little bewildered.

"You're an adult now. You can think for yourself. I trust your judgment. I always have"

"Then why did you come?" The son grew suspicious.

"Do I have to repeat myself? You already have a parrot living here, don't you?" The father remarked, doing a quick scan of the room. "That bird seems unusually quiet."

"Why?"

"Believe it or not, I came to see you, Yue'er… and acquaint myself with your future bride. My future daughter-in-law. "

"You don't object to the match?"

"Is it important that I do or don't? I didn't think you cared what I thought."

"I don't. But…"

"I like her."

Yuwen Yue was too surprised to answer. Taking the silence to mean the conversation had come to an end, his father got up and quietly made his way out of the great hall.

That evening three generations of the Yuwen family sat down to a largely silent meal. Yuwen Yue said almost nothing except in monosyllabic responses to questions specifically
directed at him. He chewed slowly, listened intently but spoke only when spoken to. The earlier hostility and defensiveness had all but left him. He was still wary but witnessing
his father's and grandfather's cordial attitude towards Xing'er did score them points in his mind. She became the centre of conversation and interest. It added to the atmosphere
that she was appareled in her new yellow outfit believing that the occasion warranted such a strategic move. At the back of his mind Yuwen Yue thought she never looked
lovelier. The elders commended her on the tea and politely asked her about the dishes that she and Xiao Le made. Eventually the subject of conversation shifted to the homeless
children that Xing'er brought back with her. Whether it was out of sheer courtesy or genuine interest, the Great General raised the subject.

"It was a good idea of Yue'er to have the children domiciled in Hong Shan Yuan while the situation at the refugee camp is being resolved. How are they doing?"

Xing'er had the notion that she was on display and acted accordingly. "Quite well, a few of the Yue guards and the former Xiuli men have been deployed to help out there. At
least the children are being fed and clothed, rather than wandering the streets in town causing problems for the hawkers and pedestrians."

"That's good. It might also be efficacious if we bring in a physician to examine them. Who knows what illnesses they might have picked up while wandering around or what
injuries they've sustained without any parental supervision?"

"It's a good idea. I'll see to it afterwards"

"Let me know if there's anything else you need."

"Thank you, sir but Young Master Yue has already seen to everything."

"Of course he has. Yue'er is nothing but efficient. He thinks of everything."

The last part of the great general's comments was pointed. There was an edge to it as if there was another layer to his remarks. Xing'er wasn't sure if it was directed at her or
Yuwen Yue specifically or if something else was going on. It wasn't said with any sense of irony but with confident emphasis. The comment did not go unnoticed by the son whose
ears had pricked up. Whether it was meant as a compliment or some kind of coded message to Xing'er, Yuwen Xuan had managed to get everyone thinking.

Yuwen Zhuo was secretly astonished that Xuan Zi wasn't more opposed to Xing'er but he was pleased and mostly relieved that everyone was trying to maintain a semblance of
tenuous familial harmony. For a man in his advancing years, despite all his earlier misgivings about Yue'er's recent choices, seeing his family having a meal together did his heart
good. It was a rare moment that he appreciated being a part of.

When Yuwen Xuan emptied his bowl of the last grain of rice, he turned to Xing'er and said,

"Miss Chu, would you mind making more of that excellent tea you brew and bring it to my quarters later?"

Xing'er nodded and took it as a sign that the great general wanted to talk to her alone. "Would you like snacks with it too?"



"No, no… just the tea is fine."

Yuwen Yue was about to mutter something about Xing'er not being anybody's maid but thought better of it. Despite his continuing simmering antagonism towards his father, it
was also evident that his father's attitude towards Xing'er wasn't in any way supercilious. In fact, from all appearances, he really did seem, as he claimed, quite amenable to his
son's choice of a future wife.

The meal came to an end when Yue Qi walked in to report a matter of urgency to the young master. The young master got up, bowed respectfully at his elders before heading
out to his study.

Yue Qi was the first to speak. "There's been a sighting of Yan Xun in a village outside Meilin Pass. He is reported to have sustained injuries."

"Has that been confirmed by other local sources and assets?"

"Not yet but it's my opinion that we have to take that potential threat seriously."

"Of course. Any information on how he sustained his injuries?"

"That hasn't been ascertained."

Yue Qi waited for a reaction from the young master who had quietly positioned himself behind his desk deep in thought. It would be some time before Yuwen Yue spoke again.

"Interesting…"

"What is it, Young Master?"

"I'm not sure. It is an intriguing coincidence that Xiao Ce was here this morning rambling on about wanting to take Xing'er back to Liang and babbling on about the structural
integrity of the mansion."

"Do you think he knows that Yan Xun is making a comeback?"

"We don't know as yet that Yan Xun is making a comeback. He suffered a major setback only a few more months ago. It will take a while before he is able to recruit and mobilize
enough troops to launch an offensive. However I wouldn't put it past him to try and create mischief and cause unrest."

"So Xiao Ce knows something."

"More than likely."

"So why didn't he tell us?"

"He's a shrewd operator despite making a big show at being a philanderer. He undoubtedly has his own fish he wants fried. Whatever his game is, we're his chess pieces. Yan
Xun included."

"Should we continue tailing him?"

"Don't we have people everywhere?"

"Depends what you mean."

"The pleasure houses. He spends a lot of time there I hear."

At another part of the manor there was a knock on the door and a voice from inside the room called out in reply.

"Please come in, Miss Chu,"

The great general was sitting at the table in the middle of the room expectantly.

"Please sit down and share some of this tea with me," he invited warmly.

Xing'er placed the tray on the table and found a seat across the table. The thought struck her that she was being assessed for suitability as a future daughter-in-law.



As if he reading her thoughts he said, "Let me assure you that this is not a test, Miss Chu. You're just having tea with an old man and maybe if it suits your fancy, we can have a
chat."

"You're not that old, General. You command an army of thousands and your exploits on the battlefield are renown. You are a divine warrior for having successfully protected this
country for decades."

"Is that what Yue'er said?" The general lifted the teacup to his lips.

"Well… er…" The lady hesitated.

"It's alright, he's not here and you can be honest. I can handle the truth."

"Well, General sir, to be honest, Yuwen Yue has never talked about you in front of me."

"I can't say I'm all that surprised. Although I am his father, it was his grandfather who raised him. I was away throughout his growing years. In a real enough way, my son and I
are mere acquaintances related by blood."

This was a rare opening for Xing'er to pose a burning question and she went for it.

"General, may I ask you a question?"

Yuwen Xuan nodded. "Of course."

"Why didn't you tell me who you were outside the refugee camp? You did know who I was, right? You must have heard me introduce myself to the guard."

"I did."

"So why didn't you…"

"I was curious about you. I wanted to know what sort of woman would cause my son to act so out of character… to set aside his ingrained sense of duty to family and country."

The lady lowered her voice and looked shamefaced. "You must be disappointed. Everyone had such high expectations for him."

"A little surprised perhaps but no… not disappointed." The general continued sipping his tea.

"You're too kind, General. After all you've heard about my past, it must be a bitter pill to swallow. That your son would condescend…"

"I am a military man, Miss Chu. While I may be an offspring of a noble family, I am first and foremost, a soldier. I never wanted Yue'er to follow in my footsteps which is why I
allowed him to be adopted by his grandfather so that his talents would be better utilized elsewhere. You have been a soldier too, Miss Chu and I'm sure you understand where
I'm coming from. Despite what most people think, the military is one of the most meritocratic places a man can be. Sure there's rank and there are orders that have to be
obeyed but when we're out there training and fighting on the battlefield, everyone has to pull their weight because it's a matter of life and death. Even the son of a farmer who
proves his bravery in battle and saves the lives of his comrades can earn the respect of his peers. I have been involved in too many skirmishes to believe that status means
much when survival is on the line. That's why I don't judge the value of people by their status or their past. I can ill afford to especially if I'm charged with sending young men
out to face death. I can hardly afford to lose a single soul at the best of times so I don't have the luxury of putting status above ability and loyalty. Birth status is something that
the powerful in Chang'an can indulge in but out there where people don't even know if the next day will bring death or food, it's irrelevant."

"That's true, General. When I made the decision to defend Hong Cuan, it was gratifying to see all the residents even the commoners rallying around wanting to defend their city.
The women and children as well. Bravery isn't just the domain of men. It made a painfully horrible job slightly less painful."

"Hearing you speak this way, I am only surprised that you are satisfied at settling down and being someone else's wife."

"I only went to war because there was someone… there were people… I had to protect. It is not something I would choose to engage in. As for being someone else's wife I
haven't thought about it in those terms. It's the man I'm with that matters to me. Of course it's better than being someone's bedchamber maid or slave but I promised Yuwen
Yue that I would stop running and remain with him."

"So it's obligation then?"

Xing'er shook her head. "I really want to be with him. I think a part of me always did. But it took me a long time to understand what it was that was between us. I kept feeling
confused and torn. While I had an inkling of where things stood with us, there were always other considerations pulling me away. It didn't help that from the start he was the
enemy and it was easier to think of him in that way but my heart just kept leading me back to him. I thought it would be enough thinking that Yan Xun needed me and that was
my path to forge a better life for myself.



"What made you change your mind?"

The question transported Xing'er to the past as the images of the icy lake loomed to the fore. Tears welled up in her eyes and soon they ran down her cheeks. "Yan Xun accused
me of turning my back on him… on Yanbei because of Yuwen Yue but I… Just seeing him alone on that icy lake ambushed and fighting for his life, bleeding… Something inside me
broke. I spent so much of my new found freedom running away from him and yet it seemed he always managed to outrun me and stay ahead. But then at the icy lake... it was
different. Our roles were reversed. I couldn't stand there and watch him lose his life. I could never bear to see him lose his life. Never. Even when I had opportunity after
opportunity to strike him myself, I couldn't."

Xing'er lifted up the sleeve of her new dress to wipe away the tears.

"Don't do that, Miss Chu… you'll ruin your pretty dress. Here, use this." Yuwen Xuan handed her a white handkerchief. "Keep it. It's yours now."

Xing'er was immediately drawn to the floral design all around border of the handkerchief. "The embroidery… It's amazing. What an exquisite design. The skill that went into
sewing that is incredible."

"Yes, the woman who embroided the handkerchief was one of the best in the land."

"It must be important to you. I can't possibly accept it."

"It's fine. There's now a woman in this family again and there's no need for me to hold on to this any longer."

From those words, Xing'er knew that she had received Yuwen Xuan's blessing. She had never felt more grateful in her life because for the first time for as long as she could
remember, she didn't have to do battle to enjoy the real possibility of being part of a family.

As he ruminated over Yue Qi's latest report, Young Master Yue was reminded yet again that there were no certainties where the future was concerned. No matter what he did to
protect the people he cared about, there was always something else around the bend to counter any attempts on his part to create a life of relative normalcy and tranquility with
them. Not that he craved an ordinary life. He was too much of a realist to believe that could be his destiny. All he yearned for was a little quiet respite from what seemed to be a
neverending stream of frenetic labours and challenges. Still the young master never once deluded himself that Yan Xun would be satisfied with lying still and withdrawing
completely from the affairs of the world even after suffering a major defeat. It was always only a matter of time. At least, they had sufficient warning to make preparations and
put contingencies in place. There was much to think about. As a solitary figure standing in the pavilion under the beams of a waning moon shouldering with many cares he would
rather forget, the young master put the flute to his lips and began to blow.

Some distance away, Xing'er was outdoors enjoying the cool, fresh air rushing playfully past her hair and dress. She heard the familiar sound of the young master's flute coming
from the eastern pavilion and followed the progressions of the melody there. How long had it been since she last heard him play? So much had happened in just a few months of
returning to Qing Shan Yuan. Music was a luxury at a time of mounting concerns. She hadn't touched the bi li herself in a while and wondered when she'd ever do that again. It
had given her a place to escape to at a time when there was no other way to suppress the fear, the sadness and weariness of lurching from one desperate crisis to another.

The old haunting tune that hummed throughout the manor was one he used to play in those early days when she barely knew him… when neither of them really knew or trusted
each other. It was their fate first to mistrust and then to claw their way back into one another's hearts and finally to build a place of genuine trust. On hindsight it was Yuwen Yue
who had not given up, who held on with inhuman strength to regain whatever tenuous trust had been lost between them.

Climbing steadily up the stairs one step at a time, she savoured every note and every measure. These moments were hard to come by and it was her intention to cherish every
single one. It was one of those occasions that they weren't dashing off trying to save the world, trying to make it a safer and better place those whose voices were drowned out
by the clamour of those more powerful.

When she reached the top of the stairway, he stopped at once but he did not turn around to face her.

"Yuwen Yue, please don't stop. Please continue. It's been weeks since we've had any kind of music here."

No answer was forthcoming from the young master of the manor. He let his arms fall and flop to the side before he turning around. The next thing she knew, he sent the flute
flying in her direction. Reacting swiftly, she cocked her head to one side to dodge the intended blow while catching the flute with her left hand. Giving her no time to recover, he
lunged at her and swung a hammer punch which she avoided by leaping into the air in a horizontal somersault position. A man on a mission, Yuwen Yue kept up the offensive by
executing a spinning hook kick, which she dodge deftly by landing some distance away still holding on to the flute. He came at her and managed to grip her shoulder before
attempting a chokehold. She swung to one side narrowly escaping his grasp. They then exchange blows alternating between hand knife hand and ridge hand attacks. After some
back and forth hand movements, executing an elbow strike from one arm, the young master knocked the flute off her grasp and let it fall into the opposite hand. In his hands,
the flute became his weapon, which he promptly wielded against her. As he attempted to plunge the flute into her abdomen, she leapt into the air and executed an upper body
twist taking her safely out of harm's way. For his countermove he attempted a front kick, which she barely managed to catch and block with both hands before somersaulting out
of his reach.

A series of flips, several kicks and many punches later, the hand-to-hand jousting continued with no sign that either was letting up.



Unbeknownst to them, the grandfather and father were looking on, watching the couple attentively as they continued the relentless sparring.

"He really does like her," said the older man stroking his beard meditatively. "I suppose it isn't hard to see why."

"I like her too," was the great general's response. "She's a survivor."

"She does grow on a person," the older man conceded. "But fortunately for Yue'er she is sincere in her attachment to him."

"Do you think it's just a case of being fortunate?" The father raised his left eyebrow. "Does anything that Yue'er puts his mind to and achieves success in have anything to do
with being fortunate?"

The grandfather reflected on his answer before giving it. "Heaven has certainly shown favour to your son but perhaps there's something in what you say. No one can deny that
Yue'er has earned every ounce of happiness he now enjoys. "

"It is ironic, is it not? Luo He's daughter, successor of Feng Yun Ling and the jiang hu spy network came into this household as a slave. The successor to the Yuwen clan, Qing
Shan Yuan and Eyes of Heaven becomes her mentor. They clashed, they fell in love and they were combatants on opposite sides only to be reunited later. All that aside they
have the potential bridge the gap between the martial arts community and the royal court. It's the stuff of legends. A folktale waiting to be disseminated. Minstrels will sing of
this in decades to come."

The older man chuckled, "When you put it like this… yes… it is extraordinary and epic, defying explanation."

"I was right to leave Yue'er with you."

"The apple certainly doesn't fall far from the tree. But he's still angry with you for leaving his mother unprotected."

"I know. It doesn't matter. He has found his path and is walking in it. That's what matters."

"Your reflexes have improved," was the young master's comment when their friendly altercation finally came to an end.

"Were you trying to kill me, Yuwen Yue? It certainly felt like it. You were absolutely brutal." The lady was dusting off herself.

"You've been slackening off. We should get you back on to your old training regime and increase your fitness."

"You're angry with me, right? This was your way of punishing me for offending you."

"I wasn't. I'm not. Really."

"I don't believe you." The lady said petulantly. "You're angry with me for bringing your father here without your knowledge so you decided to take it out on me. Let me tell you
one more time, I didn't…"

Before she could say another word, Yuwen Yue reached over, grabbed her from the back of her head and placed his mouth over hers. Reacting to it, her entire body stiffened, her
hands clenched up in display of passive resistance. As his lips worked its way all around hers, he could gradually feel the tension leaving her body. Closing her eyes and letting
her resistance go, she sensed an edge to this sudden display of passion. Hidden within it was a combination of forcefulness, hunger mixed in with fear.

"I know." A look of sadness briefly passed through his eyes when he finally broke the kiss. "I am sorry."

Xing'er gave him a searching look. "What's wrong?"

"Nothing's wrong."

"Don't lie to me, Yuwen Yue. Tell me if things are not right between us."

The young master threw his arms around her trying to reassure her. "I am not angry with you. It's so like Father to do what he did. Going behind my back testing you, testing
me."

"Well, I can't say I blame him. You're his beloved son after all… the hope of this family rests on your shoulders."

"Beloved son? Don't tell me that he's brainwashed you." His eyes turned fiery.

The lady laughed. "As if that's possible."



The young master relaxed somewhat. "I wouldn't put it past him to try and talk you out of marrying me."

"I think your father is a better man than you give him credit for."

"I think you give him too much credit. You don't know him."

"I know enough to say that I like him."

Yuwen Yue scowled and huffed. "He has brainwashed you. What did you talk about?"

"He talked about himself. He asked me about us… but mainly about me."

"Like what?"

"Like why I changed my mind. I think he wants to be sure that I am here for all the right reasons."

"I'm not sure he has the right to do that when he's been practically absent for most of my life."

"Is this the reason for all this hostility and aggression? Because you're fighting him vicariously through me?"

"I wouldn't have minded it so much if it had just been me. But Mother…" The young master's voice was rich with emotion.

"I remember when we first came back here, you told me that you wanted a wife who was a survivor because your mother was helpless to defend herself."

"Yes, that's right."

"What happened to your mother?"

The young master's entire body sank to the floor. "She went mad. It had something to do with Ji Le Pavilion… Yuwen Xi… He assaulted her sexually and ran her reputation
through the mud."

"Yuwen Yue… why didn't you ever…"

"I didn't really know the whole truth until the third year I was at the border. Before Yuwen Xi's wife, the Lady of the Third Branch died, she wrote me a letter revealing the entire
sordid truth. Before that everyone was made to believe that Mother committed adultery with Yuwen Xi."

"I'm so sorry. I had no idea."

"It was a family scandal and of course no one wanted to move against him. Although he was a debauched womanizer and in the end it was probably no great surprise that things
unfolded the way they did, I can't help but blame Father for not being here to protect her."

"Then I'm glad that the old reprobate died in my hands."

Even through the dimly lit space, Xing'er could see the tears in his eyes glistening in the dark. She took out the handkerchief that had been recently gifted to her and started
wiping them from his cheeks.

The young master smiled in spite of himself. "Not so loud… I can't afford to have you sent to gaol for that. I can't lose you too."

"You won't." She continued to mop up his tears in gentle, workmanlike fashion while he watched intently.

Rather abruptly Yuwen Yue grabbed the hand that was holding the handkerchief. He stared at her with an intensity that sent her heart racing. "You looked really lovely in this
dress tonight. I liked the way you did your hair too."

Xing'er fell shy instantly. Receiving compliments from Yuwen Yue about her appearance was like mining for gold. "The hair style was Xiao Le's idea. I didn't think you noticed.
You seemed so preoccupied and moody all throughout dinner."

"A man would be blind not to notice that dress."

"It's hard to know what that mind is thinking some times." She jabbed his forehead jovially. "You almost ruined the pretty new dress when you attacked me earlier."

"I was very careful not to. Besides, I want to see you wear it many more times."



There was something about the way he made that last statement that sent a frisson of pleasure all through her body. But she didn't know how to respond to this complimentary
mood he was in except to chaff.

"You make it sound like I never wear pretty things."

"Sadly very rarely. Other men would probably not be so tolerant but you're lucky that I'm not superficial. It's famine and feast with you."

"You pay compliments one minute and throw out insults the next. You need to be more consistent when wooing a woman. Heaven only knows the things I put up with. You have
a lot to learn about making a woman happy."

Yuwen Yue drew her closer to his person. "Pretty dresses are well and good but it's you I want."

The pace of his breathing quickened.

"Well, that's more like it. I suppose even you can be taught to flatter a woman and make her feel wanted."

"No… I want you Xing'er… I mean it." The desperation in his voice surprised her.

"I know…"

"No… you don't." He was looking at her with that same earlier intensity. "I want you. All of you." His voice lowered to a hoarse whisper.

Sensing that she had not grasped the full force of his words, he grasped both her shoulders in a possessive, meaningful manner.

In that instant his intentions became clear. She averted her eyes shyly and looked around half embarrassed, half guardedly. "This is hardly the place for it but I can… er… bring
tea to your room later if you like." She could barely breathe for sheer nervousness.

The young master relaxed his hold over her. "No, not yet. I want to see you in a red dress first."

"When? Soon?"

"Very soon. As soon as the necessary preparations are made."

Xiao Ce swaggered into Huan Yu Pavilion greeted enthusiastically by a bunch of rowdy eager women literally throwing themselves at him. Not since the appearance of Young
Master Yuwen Yue weeks earlier, had any other client received such a rousing reception on their entrance. Sadly for these women such attractive patrons were few and far
between. When they did come, they were extremely choosy.

The prince of Liang asked for his own quarters and requested the services of a certain Murong Qing. It was put to him that the services Miss Murong rendered didn't come
cheaply but that did not deter the pleasure-loving prince one whit. Arrangements were quickly made for Miss Murong who happened to be available, to be sent to His Highness'
quarters.

"Miss Murong, I hear that you're a highly accomplished gu zheng instrumentalist."

"You flatter me, Your Highness but yes, it's my specialty although not quite the equal of Miss Mei Fang."

"Miss Mei Fang, though elegant and reputedly gifted, is not to my taste. I like my escorts younger, if you understand my meaning."

Miss Murong smiled brightly and nodded. She placed her fingers on the strings and began running her fingers all over them with practiced dexterity. From the introduction, a
recognizable mellifluous melody in the tradition of Liang emerged from the plucks and vibrations. As she began transitioning to a louder, faster passage, Xiao Ce moved closer
towards her and began speaking above the music.

"I hear that you are Yan Xun's contact here in Chang'an. Don't ask me how I know that's not important right now. I have a message for him. In about a week, I will be returning
to Liang with the Princess Xiao Yu. As he has probably already heard in recent days, she played no small part in the deaths of his family members. This piece of vellum contains
the exact details regarding the route that we will be taking. It's up to him how he wishes to handle the situation. However it will be in his hands only when we come to some
agreement. If he is interested at all in doing business with me, he should send a message through you as soon as possible. This offer is good for the duration of my stay here.
Once we leave Wei and I hear nothing, I will assume that he's not interested."

At this point, the instrumentalist increased the intensity of the cadences as she gave the impression of someone attacking the board. The picking movements became increasingly
aggressive and both fingers moved deftly all along the board for a crescendo build up before the melody ended with a coda.



Xiao Ce clapped enthusiastically on cue and requested another two pieces. He stretched himself on the daybed and fed himself wolfberries as he contemplated his next course of
action.

When Yue Qi saw Young Master Yue closing the door to Xing'er's room behind him, he waited discreetly at a distance before greeting him and making his latest report. When the
young master noticed his aide waiting in the courtyard, he motioned for him to follow. Yue Qi's report confirmed his earlier fears.

"There's very little doubt that Yan Xun is on the move again and he seems to be heading this way… for Chang'an. But the notable part is that he is not moving in any fixed
pattern and mostly on his own. His army has set up camp outside of Yanbei and a sizeable number of men have deserted and gone back to Yanbei."

"So… he's not bringing his army here."

"That doesn't seem to be the case. But it seems that you were right, sir, about some connection between Prince Xiao Ce and Prince Yan Xun. We've just received word from Miss
Mei Fang's people at Huan Yu Pavilion that Prince Xiao Ce made contact with a known associate of Yan Xun there."

"He might be trying to lure Yan Xun out using Xiao Yu," The young master surmised. "Whatever his motives, he does know that Yan Xun is on the move."

"It's is quite possible."

The young master sighed. "Sometimes I really hate being right."

"What's wrong, sir?"

"If Yan Xun is coming here, as we speculate that he might be, there is something afoot. He's coming alone which suggests to me that he has some personal business to take care
of."

"Young master, you're not saying that he's coming here?"

"I think we have to consider that a real possibility."

"Have you told Miss Xing'er about any of this?"

"No, I haven't. Frankly I'd rather she didn't know."

"Why?"

"I'm not sure how she will react knowing he's coming here. More importantly, I'm not sure how I'll react to her reaction."

"You don't really believe she'll go back to him."

"She might, if she thought she could save lives by doing it. Xing'er may not have been in love with Yan Xun but she considered him a comrade-in-arms."

"But she broke with Yan Xun, she fought his men, saved your life and came back here at great risk to herself."

"I know it sounds irrational. I shouldn't even be thinking this way."

"Young Master, if you don't mind me saying but it sounds like you're behaving just like any other man who is worried about losing the woman he loves."

Author's Notes:

What would the young master do without Yue Qi? A trusted aide and a useful sounding board. But a more important question would be: What would a fanfic writer do without
him?

Well, well, well… this chapter took a life of its own and went in directions that I myself didn't anticipate. While other fanfic writers (no names mentioned) might think that they're
stingy with kissing scenes, I suspect I might be overdoing it a bit. But it felt right and emotionally it seemed to work considering all the other stuff that's going on in the
background. I also got a little nostalgic for those bedroom tango-sparring while doing some research via Episode 13 and it occurred to me during a Zumba class that those two
really needed to revisit that bedroom training regime lest they lose their dexterity.

I had always intended to bring Dad into the mix although how that was going to play out was always a bit nebulous. In response to those who seemed surprised at this
development, there was a hint of that in an earlier chapter. I was resolved not to make Dad an outright Bad Guy in this story even if Yuwen Yue doesn't think much of his father
in TV canon. Kids are seldom objective about their parents anyway especially if the relationship is fraught with issues. Furthermore, as I had already portrayed Yuwen Zhuo as an
insufferable, marriage-objecting curmudgeon early on, I thought that rehashing all of that would be tiresome to say the least. I named Dad after Three Kingdoms statesman



Zhuge Liang's uncle Zhuge Xuan, the man who was largely responsible for raising him. I thought it appropriate considering that in the novel, Yuwen Yue was in all probability
named after Zhuge Liang, who just so happens to be one of my great historical crushes. For this chapter I also undertook "research" of specific episodes. Watching Yuwen Yue
doing superhuman feats, dodging traps in secret chambers and anticipating enemy activities caused me to fall in love with him again.

Although TV canon never quite gets to the end of the mystery of Mum's death to my knowledge, putting all the pieces together, I concluded that Yuwen Xi, did what he always
does where vulnerable attractive women are concerned.

And yes, there's also me being a bit of a history snob with the inclusion of Sun Zi's Art of War here. The Art of War has been a fun read these past few years and I possess on my
Kindle a great edition translated by Thomas Cleary, which also contains commentary by other famous strategists (like Cao Cao) in Chinese history (sadly no Zhuge Liang though
he supposedly wrote his own war strategy book). References to it seemed appropriate considering the players in this story.
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